I Tried To Do It Myself

“…I was spinning my wheels with 2 major credit card debts that I just couldn’t
seem to make any progress on…I knew something had to be done, but I didn’t
know what to do.”
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“By 2007, it became impossible to keep up. I tried to get the interest rates lower
on my own without any luck.”
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“In the end, you and the staff at Corporate Turnaround were able to negotiate
payment terms with our creditors that I was unable to do on my own.”
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“I finally accepted that someone else may know a bit more than me about this
crazy credit card system we have and the rules they play by.”
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“I was pretty desperate after several years of struggling to pay creditors and
vendors plus all the overhead in our business to keep us going.”
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“… not being able to turn to friends or family at this point, I faced many nights
staying at work until the morning hours depressed and wondering if I was about to
lose everything I had.”
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“I fell ill and was hospitalized for six days, mostly from the stress of having to work
so many hours trying to get enough money to pay back these bills and keep my
own books since I felt I couldn’t trust anyone else to take care of them…”
…page 8

“Left with no other options, I had to make a move – either close the doors for
good and claim bankruptcy or try to find a company to join forces with.”
…page 9
Many of our clients have authorized us to share their success stories. The attached testimonials represent the experiences of these companies in our program. Every restructuring is unique and under no
circumstances should these be construed as a representation of what you can expect in our program. There is no guarantee as to savings or any specific results except if you qualify for Corporate
Turnaround’s guarantee, your company will pay back less than it owes at the time of settlement, including Corporate Turnaround’s fees. To estimate the time it could take your company to complete our
program, take your total amount of debt in the restructuring, which may increase over time, and divide it by what you are paying each month. The program may take more or less time to complete depending
on your unique situation. Your credit may become further impaired during the debt restructuring process. Corporate Turnaround does not provide credit repair. Until a debt is resolved, debts may increase
and creditors may continue with their collection efforts, including phone calls and legal action. Corporate Turnaround is not a law firm and does not provide legal advice. If you are sued or are considering
bankruptcy, you should seek advice from a licensed attorney. We reserve the right to decline any creditor into our program.
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December 8, 2009

Dear Adam,
I received a call from Corporate Turnaround just before August in 2005. I had accumulated a great deal of credit card
debt starting my own business and CT offered to assist me before my company was in trouble, thought I had in under
control and decided I could handle the debt on my own, I was wrong!
Soon after, in September 1995, hurricane Rita hit causing billions of dollars damage to our area and the shutting down
of every business in the area for at least 2 months. No business no cash flow, and then the phone calls came. My
“friendly lenders of cash” (credit card companies) suddenly didn’t want to work with me anymore; they just wanted the
balance of the loan or they were going to turn me over to their legal department. Me, a loyal client for over 10 years
and they just didn’t care, and I was scared! I decided at that point to call Corporate Turnaround and have them attempt
to deal with these lending companies, but only partially. I, still being the A+ personality that I am, could make deal with
some of them and CT could handle the rest.
This plan was working until the night of July 11th at approximately 1:30 AM, I receive a call from my alarm company, a
call that no business owner ever wants “Mr. L. we have a burglar call from your security system, do you want us to
send the police” as this was the second burglary in the past week I said, “yes, I will meet them there”. You see I lived
only 2 blocks from my store and I usually beat the police, when and if we ever had a call like this. As I jumped into my
truck and sped into the night I could hear a deafening rushing sound as I approached my building, and saw a large
orange flame 80 feet in the air, my business was on fire. I stared in horror as my dream of 30 years was slowly burning
to the ground. The fire department was able to save some of my business equipment, but all of my stock and files were
lost.
Now I was really in a bind, shut down completely, other than what we could piece back together, and no place to
conduct business. Within a week my business was moved to my house and then to a different city, starting fresh but
seriously low on cash. My insurance company was great (the little I had) but not enough to cover my debts and the
cost of reopening. So again I called CT this time I handed the entire debt to a professional firm. This allowed me to
concentrate my full efforts on rebuilding my business and not the “LEGAL Dept” calls I received every day.
I finally accepted that someone else may know a bit more than me about this crazy credit card system we have, and
the rules they play by. You see, I always paid my bills and have for years but it was not about “MY” record, it was
about their unfair and greedy way of changing the rules mid-stream. They lied to me over the phone and threatened
my family’s home and everything else they could. It was through the positive attitude and professional manor of Mr.
Adam L. of CT, and my faith in the almighty that got me through the horrific dealing with my (PAST and never more)
credit card companies.
My company is now out of debt (36 months later), and has been rebuilt better and more profitable than ever. We now
employ 12 people, and have quadrupled out profitability. Yes, we weathered the storm of debt, and made it bigger than
ever.
I really thank God for leading me to CT and their staff, if it weren’t for them I would not have my dream of owning my
business. I truly recommend their services to anyone going through the humiliation of the credit card system, and the
problems it causes.
A simple thanks is not enough!
Sincerely,
Gerrit Lawrence
CEO
WebTronics
Your company’s results may vary. Every restructuring has a unique combination of issues and factors, including the length of
participation in the program. All of these variables affect individual outcomes. There are no “typical” results. There are no time limits
for reaching settlements. Some creditors may settle after CT’s first set of offers, and others may be resolved later on. Until a debt is
resolved, creditors may continue with their collection efforts, including phone calls and legal action. CT does not provide any legal
services or legal advice. Debts may increase until a resolution is reached.
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